Both Pakistanis and Afghan refugees provided additional resources to Pakistan, so far the country with huge refugees should be able to cope with the challenge and offer quality education to

Taking into Pakistan Observer, Abdul Qader, Director Officer Secretariat Education Quetta, suggested that the international community should focus 10

Support for primary education in Pakistan. The right guidance that 60,000 refugees are in Baluchistan while 400,000 possess refugee cards.

receive a special concession in their million needs as much as 50 percent as compared to Pakistani students, said Himayat Ullah, Secretary for Community.

Pakistan government do not discriminate among local Pakistanis and Afghan children while offering facilities such as free books with Afghan refriger

continued to fulfill its national and international commitments on refugees.

Spreading at the seminar, Dr. Ishrat Mullick, an independent consultant, offered food for thought for many "When we say some 50 percent of refugee childen"

organized by UNesco Pakistan, in collaboration with UNHCR, on Thursday, to highlight the importance of education of Afghan refugee children living in Pakistan.

Said spokesperson Education officer of UNHCR at a national level conference on "Education of Afghan Refugee Children in Pakistan. The conference was

achieved during education month. Increased education amongst Afghan children can ease the burden of Pakistan because educated refugees are more likely to return to their home country. Good education is provided out Naseer Ahsan—Pakistan has proved to be a generous nation with its keen hosting and providing possible necessities to more than 2 million Afghan

Pakistan’s generosity to support Afghan children landed
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